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Heater Enclosure Packages

for High Pressure Instrumentation Regulators
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Available Models

Model 70-096

Model 70-429

DIMENSIONS (INCHES)
MODEL NO. APPLICATION

HEATER SIZE

BTU

A

B

C

D

E

70-096

10.00

8.00

8.00

2.75

1.50

70-429

8.00

8.00

9.00

3.00

2.50

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
AND FEATURES
The design of these heater enclosure packages is
intended to make the package as compact as possible to
take up a minimum amount of space.
The enclosure design allows for one enclosure to fit
several brands of commonly used high pressure
instrumentation regulators.
Enclosure design allows for access to the valve
adjuster without removing the heater. Holes are provided
for installation of gauges viewable outside of the
enclosure
When practical, enclosures are hinged and secured
closed with draw latches, making installation a snap.

Don’t See What You
Need Here?
Catalytic Heater Company has available
hundreds of different enclosure designs to
fit many different equipment applications.
Custom made packages can be designed for
special applications. Contact your
representative or the factory for assistance.
For more detailed information about
the catalytic heaters used in these heater
enclosure packages please see the data
sheet Catalytic Heaters. For information
regarding accessories please see the data
sheet Parts and Accessories.
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